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1. Introduction.

Mean-Field Dynamical Semigroups

on C*.Algebras.

N.G. Duffield and R.F. Werner. 1,2

Abstract. We study a notion of the mean-field limit of a se
quence of dynamical semigroups on the n-fold tensor products
of a Ct-algebra A with itself. In analogy with the theory of
semigroups on Banach spaces we give abstract conditions for the
existence of these limits. These conditions are verified in the case
of semigroups whose generators are determined by the successive
resymmetrizations of a fixed operator, as well as generators which
can be approximated by generators of this type. This includes the
time evolutions of the mean-field versions of quantum lattice sys
tems. In these cases the limiting dynamical semigroup is given by
a continuous flow on the state space of A. For a class of such flows
we show stability by constructing a Liapunov function. We also
give examples where the limiting evolution is given by a diffusion,
rather than a flow on the state space of A.
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In this paper we consider the mean-field limit of quantum dynamical semigroups on
C*algebras. The setup is as follows. Starting with an arbitrary unital C-algebra

A, one constructs a sequence of algebras A” by taking the n-fold tensor product

of A with itself, completed in the minimal C*crossnorm. Let nrn Atm —‘ A”
denote the mean of all embeddings of the form Atm 3 Xm 14 ir(Xm ® In_rn), the

mean being over all automorphisms ir E Aut(A”) induced by permutations of the

factors of the tensor product A’1. The spaces jA” together with the maps i,,m
form an inductive system of vector spaces. The completion of the inductive system
in an appropriate topology is homomorphic with C(K(A)), the space of weak”-
continuous functions on the state space K(A) of A. Now assume that a quantum
dynamical semigroup (T,).>o is specified on each A” (i.e. each T,n is a strongly
continuous semigroup of completely positive unit preserving contractions on A”).
Roughly speaking, we will say that the sequence of semigroups (T,,,)ew has a
mean-field limit, or that it is a mean-field semigroup, if it has a well defined limit as
a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on C(K(A)). The main results of this
paper are as follows. We give a general theory of mean-field dynamical semigroups
and their limits, along the lines of the standard theory of contraction semigroups on
Banach spaces. We establish some very general conditions under which a sequence of
quantum dynamical semigroups will have a mean-field limit, and such that the limit
is implemented by a weak*continuoiis flow on K(A). We verify these conditions for
the mean-field versions of quantum lattice systems. For a class of mean-field limits
we examine dynamical stability. Finally, we exhibit classes of mean-field limits which
are implemented by diffusions on K(A), rather than flows.

Quantum dynamical semigroups have been studied extensively, and a complete
characterization of their generators exists in the norm-continuous case [Lin,CEJ.
One motivation for obtaining a general theory of mean-field limits of quantum dy
namical semigroups comes from the physical literature, where they have been used,
implicitly or explicitly, to analyse the dynamics of dissipative quantum systems in
the thermodynamic limit. For examples, see [HL,BM,BSP1,BSP2,D1,D2,UR],
and the review in [Spj. In these examples A” is the observable algebra of a quan
tum system compi’ising n sites, to each of which is attached the algebra A. Fur
thermore, the generators G of the semigroups T,, are polynomial in the sense
that each C,, is obtained by symmetrization over n sites of some fixed genera
tor acting on the algebra of a finite number of sites. In the treatment of spe
cific models, the emphasis has been on demonstrating the existence of the limits
lim,,.(’1,T1,,,jiX) for all states on A and observables X in A, and on find
ing a closed set of differential equations to describe the evolution of such quantities
for all X in some finite subset of .4. (Here, u” denotes the n-fold tensor product
state .. . cr on A”, and (.,.) denotes the canonical bilinear form between a
algebra and its dual). Furthermore, one shows that this limit factorizes in the sense
that lim,,.....,(u’1, T,,,j,,2X Y) = lim_.(o-”, T,,,tjiX) Iimn_oo(o”, Y).
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Finally, it is found that the evolution is implemented by a flow F on the state
space of A i.e. = (Fga,X). General theorems to this effect
[AM,Dn] have been established only for the class of models where the generators
are polynomial as described above, and are bounded (except for a one-site term
which may be unbounded, but not dissipative). This class of models has also been
used to understand the limiting evolutions in representations of the quasi-local al
gebra when A is a finite dimensional matrix algebra containing a representation of
the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group [Bonl,Bon2,Unn].

Our perspective on mean-field dynamical limits is at the outset somewhat dif
ferent to that described in the previous paragraph. Our aim is to provide a general
theory of mean-field limits, rather than simply to establish various properties for
classes of models. Following [RW1] we shall see that the inductive limit described
above provides a natural setting in which to describe the asymptotic commutativ
ity of observables and the existence of the mean-field dynamical limits seen in the
examples.

The inductive limit will be described fully at the start of section 2. For the
moment we can summarize it as follows. Amongst all sequences {X = (X),,E,.j I
X E A”} we naturally single out those in the inductive system, that is those for
which for some o E I’4 and X0 E Argo, X = j,,,,0X,,0 for all n Such
sequences will be called strictly symmetric. The seminorm IIXII = limn..o IIXII
is well defined on such sequences. Sequences in the closure of the set of strictly
symmetric sequences with respect to this seminorm will be called approximately
symmetric: they can be approximated uniformly for large ,i by strictly symmetric
sequences. Under the seminorm, n-wise multiplication of approximately symmetric
sequences is commutative:

JIIXY -Y,,X =0

for any approximately symmetric X and Y. In fact, the algebra of approximately
symmetric sequences is isometric and homomorphic with C(K(A)), the commutative
algebra ofweak4-continuous functions on the state space of A. This homomorphism
assigns to each approximately symmetric sequence X the function a ‘— (a”,X).
We note, however, that the existence of this limit for all a does not imply that X
is approximately symmetric. The image of the strictly symmetric sequences under
the homomorphism is the dense subalgebra of polynomials on the state space of A.

We shall say that a family of (ln),,j of strongly continuous unit preserv
ing completely positive contractions has a mean-field limit if (modulo a technical
condition) for all approximately symmetric X, the sequence n i—’ is approx
imately symmetric. In a more physical terminology, the approximately symmetric
sequences can be viewed as intensive observables [HL]. We can then rephrase the
above by saying that mean-field dynamical semigroups preserve the set of intensive

observables. Through the homomorphism of approximately symmetric sequences
with functions in C(K(A)), the sequence of transformations Ti,. becomes a contrac

tion semigroup on C(K(A)). We shall call this the mean-field limit of the sequence
T1. We shall obtain a theory of mean-field dynamical semigroups which parallels
the standard theory of contraction semigroups on Banach spaces. This is done in
section 2. We emphasize that since the existence of lim, _,(a’1,X) does not imply
approximate symmetry for the sequence X, the approximate preservation of sym
metry is a stronger property than the convergence of expectation values on product
states. This allows us to control limits of the form lim,1(w,,, T(X)), when w is
a general “classical state” in the sense of [HLI, i.e. when lim(w,X) exists for all
approximately symmetric sequences. The restrictions of a translation invariant state
on a lattice system to an increasing family of regions have this property [Rul,KRj,
but they cannot in general be expressed as an integral over product states.

If the semigroups T,, are asymptotically homomorphisms in the sense that

I IITt,n(Xn)”n) — Ti,,(Xn)Ttii(Yn)II = 0

then the limiting dynauiics will be a homomorphism on C(K(A)), and will hence
be implemented by a flow on the state space of A. We demonstrate in section 3
that this is what happens for the bounded polynomial generators of the physical
literature. If we move beyond this class of examples this will not necessarily be
the case. We note however, that if a sequence of4—automorphism groups has a
mean-field limit, then it is always implemented by a flow.

Of course, the theory we give is not intended merely to be an abstract specifi
cation. In section 4 we treat a class of approximately polynomial generators. These
can be viewed in some sense as the closure of bounded polynomial generators within
the class of bounded generators. For such generators one hopes to construct their
evolutions as a limit of the evolutions of bounded polynomial generators, the lim
iting evolution being implemented by the limit of the flows determined by these
generators. We show that this happens when the generator sequence is a derivation
in the sense that

— X,,(GY,1)— G,,(X,Y)II = 0

for all strictly symmetric X and Y. If each G,4 is itself a derivation, then this is
always true provided that the sequence mm e— GnX,a is approximately symmetric for

all strictly symmetric X. The proof of some results on convergence of flows and

their generators are deferred to section 5.

In section 4 we also give an application of the results for approximately polyno

mial generators to quantum lattice systems. We work on d-diniensional lattice ,

to each site of which is attached a copy of a unitalC4-algebra A. Let a translation
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2. The Mean-Field Limit of a Sequence of Semigroups.invariant lattice potential ‘ be given. i.e. for each a C of finite cardinality 101,
a potential f’(a) E A1”I is specified. It has been shown [Rob] that the dynamics
generated by the family of I-Iamiltonians HA = CA 4(o) for a sequence of regions
A C i growing infinity in a suitable sense has a thermodynamic limit as a strongly
continuous automorphism group on the quasi.-local algebra generated by the one-site
algebras provided that

nC l’:3o
eI’ Il(°)ll < 00

A mean-field version of any such model is obtained by symmetrizing the ilamilto
nians over all sites of the regions in the sequence. We are able to prove that the
dynamics has a mean-field limit provided that

C7d:3O

al l(a)ll <00

a considerably weaker condition. In models like this it is interesting to examine
the connection between the limiting Hamiltonian dynamics and the equilibrium
statistical mechanics. We leave this to a later work [DW]. The general theory of
the present study does not require the generators to he Hamiltonian.

As well as the existence theory given above, we are interested in the qualitative
properties of the mean-field limits. Of course, matters such as stability, recurrence,
and ergodicity will depend on detailed properties of the generator. However, in
section 6 we are able to obtain a Liapunov functional for a class of limiting flows.

We emphasize that mean-field limits need not in general be implemented by
flows on K(A), but may in general be given by a Markov process on K(A). In
section 7 we construct a class of examples from sequences of representations of some
group which have a mean-field limit, by integrating with respect to a convolution
semigroup. In some cases the limiting dynamics is then given by a diffusion on the
state space, in others by a jump process.

We note that in all the foregoing, we are not restricted to homogeneous mean-
field models. If A is a one-site algebra in quantum lattice system, the sites of which
are labelled by points in some compact space X, then tinder suitable conditions
on the limiting distribution of the labels in X, one can carry through the theory
using the algebra C(X, A) in place of A. This idea is used in [RW2] to treat
the thermodynamics of such inhomogeneous mean-field models. These frequently
appear in physical applications. In [DRW] we treat their dynamics.

We shall start this section with a more detailed account of the theory of approxi

mately symmetric sequences following [RW1]. This is summarized in Theorem 2.1.

This prepares the way for the theory of mean field dynamical semigroups, which

is contained in Theorem 2.3. In what follows, for any unital C*algebra A, A

denotes the dual of A, (.,.) : A x A —‘ C denotes the canonical bilinear form

between A* and A, K(A) = {, € A I p 0, (p,I) 1} is the state space of A,
and C(K(A)) denotes the space of weak*continuous functions on K(A), with the

supremurn norm.

From now on, let A be a fixed unital C*algebra. For any n € t4 we define A”

to be the tensor product of A with itself n times, completed in the minimal C

cross-norm [Tak]. This choice of completion has important consequences for the

continuity of certain linear functionals on the tensor products. For any collection

{w,. . . w,,} C K(A), the linear functional w ®.. . w,, on the algebraic tensor product

A°” has an extension to A” which is a state. If all w are equal to some w we will
write the corresponding state on A” as w”. It follows from Corollary 4.25 of [Tak]
that for any a 11 andX € A”, the map(K(A))” 3 (w1,...wn)’-4 (w1...w,X)
is weak*continuous.

For n m we define the operator Jnm : A” .-. A” by

jmXm
=

ir(X,,, In_rn)

where the sum is over all automorphisms ir induced by permutations of the factors

of the tensor product in A”. In other words, jnmXm is the average over embeddings
of Xm into m of the n factors of A”. The averaging operators nm are consistent in

that they satisfy j,,m o j,. nr for n rn r. Restricted to the symmetric part

of jmmAm of A, each j”,,, is injective. Therefore we can consider abstractly the

spaces jA” together with the maps nrn as an inductive system of vector spaces.

Since each nm is a contraction for the given norms on A”' and A” the inductive
limit carries a natural serninorm: for an arbitrary sequence (Xn)nEN with X € A”
we write

I1XII = limsupffXI
fl—’OO

(2.1)

Within the set of all sequences (X)€t. we single out those in the inductive
limit space: those sequences X. : n i—’ jA” for which for some m0 € I Xn

jnmoXmo for all a m0. Such sequences will be called strictly symmetric, and the
number m0 will be called the degree of the sequence X as defined above. The set of
all such sequences will be denoted by ). For X € A” we define i0° € C(K(A))
by (j,, ,X,,)(p) = (p”, X) for all p € K(A). For strictly symmetric sequences this
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is independent of n for n sufficiently large. Trivially, X00 urn,,—.00i°° nXn exists where c,,(x, y; r) is the proportion of permutations y of {1,. . . n) such that the in-
as an element of C(K(A)). tersection of {1,. . . x} and {7(1), . . .y(y)} has r elements. The result (2) follows

from the observation that except for “overlap” r = 0 all c,, go to zero. Similar
A sequence X. : n A” is called approximately symmetric if if for all decompositions for operators acting on elements of A” will be used in sections 3

e > 0 there is an e such that IIX,, — jnmXm e for all a m n. For the and 4. Fourth, item (4) can be rephrased by saying that C(K(A)) is the Hausdorif
latter statement we also write completion of LV. As a corollary we obtain Strmers theorem [Støl_about permu

tation symmetric states on the C*inductive limit algebra A°° = U A”, where the
urn IIX” — jnmXm = 0 . (2.2) inductive limit is taken with the embeddings .nm : Atm —‘ A” : Xm ® In_rn,nm—.0o

without symmetrizing over permutations. For permutation invariant states 4’ on
The set of approximately symmetric sequences will be denoted by 3’. A and X )) the limit lim 4’(X,,) exists, and defines a state on LV, vanishing

on the kernel of X i—. X00. Therefore, it is given by a state on C(K(A)), i.e. a
We now state without proof the results from [RW1] which establish the rela- measure ,u on K(A), and one easily checks that 4’ = f j(dy)p00,where denotes

tionship between the inductive limit space and C(K(A)). the infinite product state of y on A°°.

Theorem 2.1. [RW1] For any S C LV we shall define 5,,, c C(K(A)) to be the set {X,,,, I X S).
A subset V C LV, will be called dense, if all elements of 3) can be approximated
in seminorm by elements of V. This is equivalent to saying that V is dense in

(1) For all X E , IIXII = lim,,...00 JIXjI exists, and 3) is the completion of 3’
C(K(A)). We define P = Clearly P is an algebra in C(K(A)) and since 3’ is

the seniinorm (2.1). Furthermore, 31 is closed within the set of all sequences
dense in LV, P is dense in C(K(A)).

a i—’ X” E A” in this serninorm.

The objects of principal interest in this paper are sequences of quantum dy
(2) 3) is an algebra with the operations of n-wise addition (X., Y.) ‘— X. + Y. and

narnicai semigroups on the A”. These are semigroups of the following kind: for
n-wise multiplication (X., Y.) ‘—* X.Y.. LV is commutative under the seminorm

each a EE I’T, t E IEt we have a completely positive, identity preserving contraction
(2.1) in the sense that 7’,,,, : A” —‘ A”, such that for fixed a, (7’,,,, = etG )>o is a strongly continuous

IIXY — YXII lim IIXnY” — Y,,Xn = 0 . one-parameter semigroup on A” with generator C,,. Our objective is to define a
suitable notion of mean-field limit a —i oo of a sequence of sernigroups, and to es
tablish some properties of the “limit” when it exists. We have postulated that the

(3) For all X E 3), X00(p) = lim,,.00(j00,,X,,)(p) exists uniformly for p E K(A). family (T*,n)n should have good mean-field properties if it takes approximately
symmetric sequences into approximately symmetric sequences. We shall also want
to consider this property for the resolvents of the G,,, defined for each a E C with

(4) The map 3) —, C(K(A)): X .-+ X is an isometric *homomohism from
a(s) > 0 by

onto C(K(.4)).
.00

R,,(s) = (a — G,,)’
= J dt e”T,

Some remarks and illustrations are now in order. First, note that the statement o

that the completion of 3) is 3) in (1) above is just a restatement of the definition of
For this reason we will state the following general result. If for each a E I’4, T,,

approximate symmetry. Second, for an arbitrary sequence the existence of
A” —, A” is a bounded linear operator, and X E A”, we write T.X. for the

lim,,_..,,, j,,,, ,X,, is not a sufficient condition for X to be approximately symmetric,
sequence (T.X.),, = 7’,, X,,.

Third, although the algebra 3) is non-commutative, we see from item (2) above

that all commutator sequences in j are null in the seminorrn(2.1). Thus they

are contained in the kernel of the homomorphism which maps LV onto the abelian
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a unital C*algebra, and let 7’,, : A” — A” be a uniformly

algebra C(K(A)). The proof of (2) given in [RW1j is based on a decomposition of bounded sequence of operators, which intertwine the permutation automorphisms.
the product of two strictly symmetric sequences X,, = j,,X1 and Y,, as Then the following conditions are equivalent:

X,,Y,, = c,,(x,y;r)j,,(x+y_r)((Xx 0 I,_r)(Ix_r ® Ye)) , (2.3)
(1) For all XE 3): T.X. ELY
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LG,,

(2) For all X E 32: limlim (jnmTm — Tnjnm)Xm = 0 Theorem 2.3. For each n E 14 let (T n = e )o be a strongly continuous

one-parameter semigroup of contractions on A” with generator C,,, and let a E

C, (s) > 0. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(3) ForallXEi’: urn ll(jnmT,n_Tnjnm)XmJO
m —.Oo

(1) For each t, Ti,. is approximate symmetry preserving, and T is strongly contin

uous in the sense that for all X. E Y,
Furthermore, if these conditions are satisfied T,,, : X,,, ‘—i (T.X.),,,, is well defined,

and the sequence (T,,),,€,. will be called approximate symmetry preserving. urn 11T1,,,X,, — X,,f 0

Proof: Note first that because I1T,,Ii is uniformly bounded, and because ) is dense

in .P, all three statements are equivalent to their counterparts with X E 3’. Then the (2) For each t, Ti,. is approximate symmetry preserving, and the set of sequences

norm appearing in conditions (2) and (3) is equal to 11T,,X,, — jnmTmXm. Writing X with X,, E Dom(G,,) and I1G,,X,,N uniformly bounded is dense in 32.

out condition (1) in terms of equation (2.2) defining approximate symmetry for T.X.

gives (3). The implication (3)=.(2) is trivial. Condition (2) says that for sufficiently (3) R.(s) is approximate symmetry preserving, and {R.(s)X. X E 1) is dense in

large rn, the sequence T.X. is approximated in the seminorm (2.1) by the strictly

symmetric sequence n jnm(TmXm). Hence T.X. is approximately symmetric, by
the closedness of ). This proves the equivalence of all three conditions. (4) There is a dense linear subspace V C i’ siicl that {(G. — s)X. I X E V} is also

dense in 3,’.
To see that T, is well defined, let X E 5) with X,,,, = 0. Then

(5) C,,,, is well-defined, closed, and generates a semigroup of contractions on C(K(A)).

IKT.X.)II = lim IIT,,X,,II < sup 11T,,ll lim IIX,, = 0
nEt’i

Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, Vksn(G) {R.(s)X. I X E Y, T1,,,,, =

and T,, will be said to have a mean-field limit, namely,

Proof: (2) (1): Let X E 32. Then for every C > 0 we can find X6 E Y, C < 00,

For sequences of unbounded linear operators the existence of a limiting operator and E !‘ such that IG,,Xj <C, and IlX — X,, <e for n > ne. Consequently,

is not so clear. For each a E I let P,,, be an (unbounded) linear operator on A”
with domain Dom(P,,). We denote by Vorn(P) the sequence space I1T,,,,X,, — X,,iI 2iiX — X,,Ii + iITt,,,x — XI

<2e + It1 iiG,,Xii 2e + CIti

Thrn(P) = {X E 3 X,, E Dom P,, for all n and P.X. E 5)) This can be made small by simultaneously choosing n sufficiently large and t suffi

ciently small, as required.
It is not clear that F,,, : X,,, (P.X.),, with domain (Thxn(P)),,,, is well defined:
there may exist an X in Thm(P) with X = 0 such that (P.X.),,,, 0. However, (1) = (3, all a) : Let X E 5), and a E C, 3?(s) > 0. Then since each Ti,. is

during the proof of the main theorem of this section which follows, it is shown that

C,,,, is well defined whenever T1, is approximate symmetry preserving and Th(G)
approximate symmetry preserving the sequence : r C_ákTTkr,nXn is

dense. This theorem can be viewed as the mean-field dynamical analogue of the approximately symmetric. On the other hand,

standard theory of contraction semigroups on Banach spaces.
11yrN R(s)X,, II

N—I ,.
00

I dt CTkr,n(Xy, —e’tTt,nXn)ii + ( dteTt,nXnii
JNr

k=O 0

Nr sup If(X,, —e’tTt,,,Xn)lI + (?(s)Nr)’ iiXnii
0tr

Nr sup II(X,, — T.,,,X,,)Ii +Nr2(s)IIXnII + ((s)NrF’ IiXniI

9
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Since IXH is uniformly bounded, we may make the last term arbitrarily small by
choosing Nr large enough. For fixed Nr we only have to choose r small to make the
second arbitrarily small, and the same holds for the first term by assumption (1).
Hence the sequence R.(s)X. is uniformly approximated by approximately symmetric
sequences and consequently is itself approximately symmetric.

It is also clear from the strong continuity that IIX —s’Rn(.’)XnII —‘0 asS’ 4

no, uniformly for large n. By the resolvent equation R.(s’) =
the sequences s’R.(s’)X. are all in the range of R.(s), and since X E Y was arbitrary,
the range of R.(s) is dense.

(3, some s) = (2) : For any s we have that X E Thm(G) if for all n
X € Dom(G), and both X and (s — G.)X. are approximately symmetric. This is
equivalent to the existence of Y E A”, such that X,, = R(s)1’, with the additional
properties that Y. = (s -.- G.)X. E and X E 3). Therefore, if IL(s) is approximate
symmetry preserving, the equation Thm(G) = R.(s)Y holds, and since the latter set
is assumed to be dense, so is {X E 3) I G.X. uniformly bounded) D Van(G).

It remains to be shown that Ti,. is approximate symmetry preserving for all
t. First we show that if (3) holds for one value of s it holds for all values. This
follows by noting that for s’ such that I’ — I < k(s), the series expansion of
R(s’) = R(s)(l + (s — s’)R(s)) converges uniformly in n, and that that each
approximant is approximate symmetry preserving. Furthermore, we see that for
any such s’ the ranges of R.(s) and R.(s’) are contained within each other, and so
are equal. By iteration, the argument extends to the whole positive half-plane.

For X. E Thirn(G2)and E we have by [Kat,Sect.IX-1.2] that

t2
IITtX — ((t/i)R(p/t))’xII < —IIGXnII

—

(2.4)

ThusT,11X,, is approximated uniformly in n by approximately symmetric sequences,

and so is itself approximately symmetric. If Thn(G2)is dense in 3), then since the
are contractions, T1, will be approximate symmetry preserving. But {R.(s)X. I

X C Thin(G)) C Thxn(G2)is dense in)) so that, thus Thn(G2)is itself dense.

(3) (5) : IIR(s)II is uniformly bounded by (s), so by Lemma 2.2 we
can define R,,,(s)X = (R.(s)X.) on C(K(A)). Clearly the operators R(s)
satisfy the resolvent equation, are norm bounded by 1/?(s), and by assumption
have dense range. Thus [Day] they are resolvents of a closed, densely defined
operator G,, which generates a semigroup of contractions on C(K(A)). Let

X E Th,n(G) with X =0. Then (G.X.)oc, = ((G.)X.),c, = (s—G,)R(s)((G.
= (s — G,,)(R.(s)(G. — s)X.)) = (G — s)X,, = 0. Thus G is well-

defined. Now for any X. C Xkin(G), X. = R.(s)(sX. — G.X.) C IL(s))), while for

any Y. C Y, R.(s)Y. E ThRn(G). Hence Thrn(G) = R.(s)Y, and so Dom(G) =
R(s)C(K(A)) = Dom(G00). Furthermore, R(s)(s — G) is the identity on the

common domain of G, and G, so these two operators are equal.

(5) =. (4): First note that a subset V of is dense if and only if V,,, is dense in

C(K(A)). By hypothesis, Dom(G,,,) and (s — G) Dom(G) are dense in C(K(A)).
Since the latter set is just ((s — G.)Thm(G)) , (4) holds with V Thn(G).

(4) = (3): By hypothesis, for every Y C 3) and E > 0 there is an XE C V such

that limsup_. IIY — (s — G)XII < . Consequently, limsup_. IIR(s)Y —

X <E/(s). Hence the sequence R.(s)Y. is uniformly approximated by approx

imately symmetric sequences and is consequently itself approximately symmetric.

To show that the range of R.(s) is dense we note since by hypothesis V is dense in

3), then for every X C 3) and e >0 there is an X6 C V with IX _-X9 <E so that

limsupIIX — R,,(s)(s — G)XII < E

which tells us that any sequence X. in S’ can be uniformly approximated by se

quences in R.(s)Y.

When conditions (1) to (5) are satisfied, we can calculate from equation

(2.4). For X C Vtn(G2)

IITooXoo - ((t/)R /t))XIj — sup IIGXII
2i

Taking the limit as p — no, = etX e’X00. Since Thjrn(G2)is

dense in 3), this relation extends to the whole of C(K(A)).

I

In sections 3 and 4 we shall be concerned with demonstrating that mean-field

limits of certain models exist, and have a limit which is implemented by a flow on

C(K(A)). We recall the following general result from the theory of semigroups which

gives an equivalence between continuous flows on a compact space X and strongly

continuous semigroups of *homomorphisms on C(X), and their generators.

Proposition 2.4.[Sch]. Let X be a compact space. Then there is an correspon

dence between members of the following classes of objects:

(1) Strongly continuous contraction semigroups (T)>o on C(X) which (a) preserve

the identity function; and (b) are *homomorphisms.
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(2) Linear operators Z on C(X) which (a) generate contraction semigroups on

and (b) are *deritions

(3) Continuous flows (F,),>0 on X.

The correspondence is that for all f E C(X), etZf = T,f = f o F,.

We can combine this proposition with our general Theorem 2.3 to obtain more

detailed information about mean-field limits of automorphism groups.

Proposition 2.5. For each a € I let T, = es” be a group of *automorphisIii

on A”, and let T,,. have a mean-field limit T,,. Then

(1) The semigroup(T,,),>o is implemented by some weak*continuous flow (F,),>o

on C(K(A)).

(2) For each t 0 the implementing flow F, is onto.

Proof: For (1) we verify that condition (1) of Proposition 2.4 holds. First, T,,,,,

is a homomorphism:

T,,(XY) = limj,c,nTt,n(XnYn) =

= limjT,,X limjT,,Y =

Second, since = 1,, for all a, the identically one function 1K(A) = )coJn iS

preserved by T,,, and since each T,, is *preserving, so is T,,.

For (2), note first that T,, is an isometry: = lim_.00 IIT,,XN =
JXJf = IJXJ. Suppose that for some t > 0, F, is not onto. Since

F, is continuous we can find a function f e C(K(A)) with hf II 0, such that

f(x) = 0 for all x E F,(K(A)). But since T, is an isometry, bif hi IIT,,00fh1 =

5UPPEK(A) if(F,p) = 0, a contradiction.

We remark that injectivity of the flow F, is not decided here: the flow may not

be reversible. To put it another way, even though the sequence of *automorphisms

T, has a mean-field limit for t > 0, we can not conclude that it also has one for

<0.

3. Bounded Polynomial Generators.

In this section we deal with the simplest class of examples of mean-field dy

namical semigroups, namely those with bounded polynomial generators. In what

follows, for any C*algebra A, 13(A) will denote the set of bounded linear operators

on A.

We will start by defining a symmetrization operator on the B(A”). For

each n we define Sym : Um<n 13(Atm)—, B(A”) l’v

Sym Gg = it(G9 0 idn_g)1r’

for all m a and Gm € B(Am), where the sum is over all automorphisms r induced

by permutations of the factors of the tensor product in A”.

Definition 3.1. A sequence of operators G. = (Gn)n>g, with G E 8(A”) will be

called a bounded polynomial generator of degree g if

n
Gn — Sym G9

g

where Gg is the generator of a norm-continuous semigroup of completely positive

unital maps on A.

In this definition G is calculated as the resymmetrization of Gg, with the scal

ing factor fig. This factor is chosen in accordance with the equilibrium statistical

mechanics of mean-field systems [RW1]. These are defined by a sequence of Hamil

tonians H E A” such that the sequence of densities h = (1/fl)Hn is approximately

symmetric. We obtain a bounded polynomial generator of degree g if h is strictly

symmetric of the same degree, and if we set G(A) = i[H, Al. Note that a gen

erator of degree g is also a generator of any larger degree, since for a m g we

have (n/rn) Sym(Gm) = (n/m)(m/g)Sym(Sym(Gg)) = (n/g)Symn(Gg). The

terminology “bounded” stems from the fact that each G is a bounded operator:

clearly hIGll <(n/g)G,. However, we shall see that for bounded polynomial gen

erators the limiting operator G, exists and is equal to a derivation on the abelian

algebra C(K(A)), and as such is unbounded. We remark that as a consequence of

the definition all G generate completely positive semigroups. For any n > g, and

any permutation automorphism ir on A”, 7r(e” 0 id9_)7r is completely posi

tive. By means of the Trotter product formula etG can be written as the limit of

products of such operators is hence completely positive.

13
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We will fix a dense subset of jJ with which it will be convenient to work. Define is the proportion of permutatiois in j,,X1 for which the overlap with Gg 0 idn—g

Y C Y by is r. The terms with 0-overlap are zero because GgIg = 0. Now for fixed x and g,

c(g, x; r) n_rg!x!/(r!(g — — r)!) so that

Y = {X E Y: Xn =jnm(X,), m, lim X = Xm E Atm)
x ifr=1

lim (n/g)c(g, x, r)
We shall call m the degree of X E and .km its limiting element, as so defined. 1et = 10 if r 2.

n E N, let ‘y, -y’ be arbitrary permutations of the set {1,2,. . . n}, and denote the
corresponding permutation automorphisms on A’1 by r, and Let U, V E A’1 Hence

be of the form U = 7r.(U 0 I_), V = ir..(V ® I,,_,,) for arbitrary u,v n and
U,, E A and V E A”. As was briefly mentioned in section 2, we define the overlap GX — I),, (gz_i)(Gg 0 idx_i)(Ig_: 0 X) jn (g+z_1)(1’rn+I_1)

of U and V to be the number of elements in the intersection of {7(1),. . . y(u)) and
-y’(v)). In other words, the overlap is an upper bound for the number with lim_. IY,+,_-iII = 0. Hence X e Thn(G) and G.X. is in ‘. This proves

of factors of the tensor product on which neither U nor V has an identity factor. (1).
The following proposition tells us that in the limit n —, oo the action of a bounded
polynomial generator on an element of is determined by terms where the overlap

For (2), the form of (G.X.) follows by taking the limit a —‘ oo in the above
is 1. equation, and the norm bound follows by taking the limit of norms.

Proposition 3.2.

(1) Let G. be a bounded polynomial generator of degree g. Then LV C Thxn(G) and
GY c j’.

Proposition 3.3. Let G be a bounded polynomial generator. Then Ti,. is approX

iinate symmetry preserving.

(2) Additionally, let X E Y be of degree x. Then
Proof: Let g be the degree of G. and let X E y be of degree x. Iterating the

(G.X.)00 =xj00(19_l)(G90id11)(I0X) , integral equation for T1,, we write

where X1 is the limiting element of X. Thus G.X. is of degree (g +x —1) and TgX = X +
II(G.X.)0011 ‘11G91111X111. where

(m)Xe,,, _

p=o
and

Proof: Let n g + x — 1. Then p(m) J dSm .

. .J dsjT31,(G)mXn
-(“1

GX = jnn((Gg 0idn_.9)jnxX)
g

min(g,r) By Prop. 3.2 (G.m)X. E LV for all rn E N. T,, is a contraction. Thus
a

= c(g, x; r)j (g+z_r)(Gg 0 idx_r)(1g_r 0 X) , (3.1)

lim llTt,nKn — <f— urn Il(G)mXItH —
n—co m! n—co

where
g!x!(n - g)!(n - x)! <IGgIImIIxxII J1(’ + p(g - 1))

c(g, x; r)
= n!r!(g — r)!(x — r)!(n + r — g — x)!

Tfl.
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Now for (1, b, m E IN (2) By taking the limits n and then m —. oo in equation (3.2) we conclude from

the power series approximation that all polynomials p E V are analytic for Ga, in the

sense that Tt,a,p can be expressed as the convergent power series (tGa,Yp.ll(a +pb) J(a + (m — 1)b
— Each term in this sum is itself a polynomial, so the partial sums of the series are

polynomials approximating T1,a,p. Replacing p with the polynomial Ga,p in the
(a + (m 1)b’<2a+(m_i)ti series, we we find that

m J
00 00

Thus lim 1,.Gp = Lma,,o
lim lITt,X — . (3.2) m_oo...o r0

yl —•00

Fort < r = we can take the limit rn — oo and conclude that T1,X So the action of Ga, on the partial sums which approximate T1,a,p yields a sequence
can be approximated uniformly for large n by approximately symmetric sequences which approximates Ga,T,a,p.
and so (T1,X) E Y. Note that r is independent of X.

The set Il = U1>0T1,a,P is a denseT1,a,-invariant subset of Dom(Ga,), and is
We extend to the whole of)) by continuity, and finally for all t € R+ by joining hence a core for G The above argument shows that for every q E Q there is a

together the solutions on successive intervals of length less that 1. sequence of polynomials p° for which urn0 p° = q and urn0G00p° = Ga,q. Hence
P is itself a core for Ga,.

(3) By Proposition 3.2(2), Ga,ja,1X1= Xjoo(g+r_i)(Gg id_i)(I_i
In fact, not only is T1,. approximate symmetry preserving, but it also has a ThUs

mean-field limit which is implemented by a flow on K(A).
Goo(ja,xXrjooY,) =G0ej00+,(X1®Y)

- (Ga,ja,X1)ja,Y, +ja,X(Ga,ja,Y)
Proposition 3.4. Let G. be a bounded polynomial generator of degree g. Then: —

The last equality follows from the fact that the action of Ga, on P is given only by
(1) Ga, is well-defined and is the generator of a contraction semigroup T,a, on terms with overlap equal to 1. Thus there are no “mixed” terms which involve C

C(K(A)) which is the mean-field limit of T,. acting on both X and V. Hence Ga, is a derivation on P. That it is a *derivation
on 1 follows from the fact that the G are *..preserving.

(2) The dense subset in C(K(A)) of polynomial functions P = Y is a core for
G00. (4) Since Ga, acts as a *derivation on P (which is a core), it is a *derivation

on its whole domain. Thus by Proposition 2.4 T,a, is a *homomorphism, and is
(3) Ga, is a * derivation on p. implemented by some weak*continuous flow (F1),>0 on C(K(A)). To obtain the

generator of the flow we note that
(4) T,,a, is a strongly continuous semigroup of *.homomorphisms on C(K(A)), and

dis thus implemented by weak*continuous flow F, on K(.A). F, satisfies the —_(Fip,A),0 (Tt,0oja,iA)(p),..0= (GoojooiA)(p) = (ja,9G,jgiA)(p).
differential equation dt

(d/dt)(F,p, A),=0 = (jc,ogGgjgiA)(p)

Proof Proposition 3.3 has a generalization to the following case. Let Z be the (un
bounded) generator of 5,, a strongly continuous semigroup of completely positive

(1) Since 3) C Drrrz(G) is dense in)), this follows from Prop. 3.3 above, and unital maps on A. For all n E R define the sernigroup to be the completely pos
the implication (2) = (5) of Theorem 2.3. itive extension of the n-fold tensor product S, ®.. .5, to A” as given in Prop. 4.23
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of [Tak]. Since is completely positive and unital, it is a contraction. Clearly
for X in the algebraic tensor product A0” C A” we have that I ‘—‘ S2,X is norm
continuous. Approximating any member of A” by a sequence in A°” we see that
t i—i Sg,,, is strongly continuous. We denote its generator by Z,1. Finally, observe
that each S is degree preserving i.e. Sg,jnm = jnmSt,m.

If G. is a bounded polynomial generator, then for each n € I we can use the
standard theory of bounded perturbations (see e.g [Day]) to form the contraction

semigroup whose generator is Z,. +G, with domain Dom(Z). From the Trotter
product formula we see that is completely positive. In the following proposition
we essentially repeat the estimates in the proof of Proposition 3.3.

Proposition 3.5. The sequence of seinigroups as defined above has a mean-

field limit.

Proof: We shall show that condition (2) of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied. First we show
for each t 0 that 7’, is approximate symmetry preserving. For X € Y we use

the standard perturbation expansion on and write

TX
— ,,(m) , (m)
— As,,, t

where for rn 1,

and

rn—i

x(m) — + > I dt, . .

. J . . .
g,n —

p1

p(m)

j dim... .. .

0 Jo

Since the Ss,,, preserve degree, and since the and S,, are contractions, we can

repeat the estimates of Prop. 3.3 to conclude that for I < r, and hence for all I € I{,

the sequence (T,n)n€t1iis approximate symmetry preserving.

To complete the proof we show that Z + G : X. t—+ Z.X. + G.X. has dense

domain in ). Since S is unit preserving, 1 € Dom(Z1)so we can define V = {X €

Y I X € (Dom(Zi ))0n} Since Se,,, is a product we see that for X of degree x in

V, ZX jnmZmXm for ii m x, and hence that V c Zkan(Z). Since V

contains only strictly symmetric sequences it is also in Vn(G). Lastly V is dense

in Y: since Dom(Z) is dense in A” for all i-i € 1, then for any x € IJ the subset of

V comprising strictly symmetric sequences of degree x is dense in the set of degree

x sequences in Y.

4. Approximately Polynomial Generators.

In this section we obtain an extension of the results of the previous section to a class
of approximately polynomial generators. Let (C,, be a sequence of generators
of norm-continuous sernigroups of completely positive contractions on (A” )€a As
was stated in section 2, even if G. is approximate symmetry preserving on a dense
set in )., it is not clear that G is even well defined, let alone a generator. For
the class of generators studied in this section we shall tackle this problem in two
steps. First, we associate with every sequence G. of generators and each rn € t’J
a polynomial generator sequence (G ),,>m by G’,’ = (n/rn) Sym Gm. From the
results of section 3 we see that each of these polynomial generators G.”' gives rise to
a mean-field limit which is implemented by a flow on C(K(A)). We denote this flow
by Fm,. We define the sequence G. to be approximately polynomial, if the limiting
generators G converge to a generator Z in a sense to be specified, from which we
deduce the convergence of the flows to a limiting flow F. The natural question
to ask in this case is whether G is well-defined and equal to Z. So the second step
is to show that = exp(tZ). But for this, more properties of the sequence G are
needed. By Proposition 2.4 G, would have to be a derivation in order to generate a
dynamics given by a flow. At this point we can again take up the analogy with the
standard semigroup theory: we show in Theorem 4.9 that if G. acts asymptotically as
a derivation on strictly symmetric sequences, then the mean-field limit of exists
and is generated by Z. Of course, if each G is a derivation this is (modulo domain
questions) always the case. It is an interesting question to characterize all flows
which can be obtained in the mean-field limit of quantum dynamical semigroups.
For this task the derivation condition in the second step can be ignored: we show in
Proposition 4.10 that each approximately polynomial sequence of generators can be
modified without changing the limiting flow to a sequence for which the mean-field
limit exists. In Theorem 4.11 we describe explicitly a class of generator sequences
which generate mean-field semigroups by virtue of Theorem 4.9, and give Example
4.12 as an illustration of its utility in quantum lattice systems.

In the first part of the section we state some general results on the convergence
of flows, their generators and their Jacobians; the proofs will be deferred until section
5. We first fix the relevant notion of a derivative on C(K(A)) in our present context.

Definition 4.1. We will say that f € C(K(A)) is differentiable if

(1) for all p € K(A) there exists an element df(p) of A such that for all a E K(A)
the derivative

(a - p,df(p)) = Urn (f((1 - t)p + tu)
- f(p))

exists as a weak*contjnuous affine functional of a.
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(2) The maps p ( —
p, df(p)) are weajc*continuous, uniformly for E K(A).

Our definition of differentiability is more stringent than usual: the derivative
df(p) is required to be in A, not just in A. Note that df(p) is defined only up
to a multiple of the identity. To fix it as a unique element of A we must adopt a
convention. We will do this by specifying that (p, df(p)) = 0, so that we can always
write the derivative in the form , df(p)). With this convention, item (2) above
can be restated as saying that the map p i—i df(p) is weak*to..norm continuous.

As an example, let X, E A’ and let us calculate the derivative of jooxXx with
our convention.

(O — p,dj001X,) = X((c7
— P) ® p’’,X,)

= x(aØp’,X, — (p’,X,)I,)

As we noted as the beginning of section 3, this is a weak*continuous function of
and p. From the above expression we obtain the bound

ll(djooxX,)(p)U 2xJX,

We proceed with a definition of a class of generators of flows on C(K(A)). The
motivation for this is that the generators of flows obtained from bounded polynomial
generators fall into this class.

Definition 4.2. Let L: K(A) —, A be the generator of a weak*continuous flow
on K(A), i.e for all A E A, (L(p),A) (d/dt)(Qtp,A)It=o. L is said to be

regular if it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) p —* (L(p), A) is differentiable in the sense that

(a — p,dL(p)A) L((1 - )p + u),A)I,.o

exists for all p, a, A, for some dL(p) E 13(A).

(2) p i— dL(p)A is weak*tonorm continuous.

(3) JdL(p)AjJ <611A11 with 5 > 0 independent of A and p.

As in Definition 4.1 a convention must be adopted to fix dL(p) as an element
of 8(A). But 4.2(1) can be rewritten in the form

(a — p,dL(p)A) (a — p,d(L(p),A))

Thus our the convention (p, df(p)) = 0 already fixes the convention (p, dL(p)A) 0

for all A E A. The terminology “regular” is rather bland, but is at least brief. Con

dition (2) states that p i-4 L(p) is continuously differentiable if the final topology is

the strong operator topology, so that the corresponding flows are twice differentiable

in this sense.

In the next proposition it is determined how the derivatives of functions trans

form under composition with the flows of regular generators. The proof is deferred

until section 5.

Proposition 4.3. Let L be a regular generator with associated flow Q,. Then

(1) the differential equation

.Jt(p) = Jt(p)dL(Qp) with Jo(p) = id (4.1)

for the Jacobian J(p) : A — A has a unique solution (the differential equation
being understood in the strong operator topology on 13(A)). Moreover

and

d(f o Qt)() = Jt(p)df(Qtp)

ebi

(4.2)

(4.3)

In particular, the set C’(K(A)) of differentiable functions is invariant under the
flow.

(2) Let Z be the generator of the strongly continuous semigroup on C(K(A)) which

is (according to Proposition 2.4) implemented by Qt. Then any f EC1(K(A))
is also in Dom(Z) with (Zf)(p) = (L(p),df(p)), and C’(K(A)) is a core for Z.

Lemma 4.4. The flows which implement the *homomorphism semigroups with

bounded polynomial generators have regular generators.

Proof: Let G. be a bounded polynomial generator of degree g. (L(p), A) is given

in Proposition 3.4(4) to be equal to (jgGgjgA)(p) = p(GgjgiA). The derivative
dL(p) is calculated as

(a — p,dL(p)A) = g((cr — p) ® p’ ,G9j91A)

= g(a Øp’,G5j51A— (p,GgjgiA)Ig)
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Since for all n and X E A’ the function from (K(A))’<” to R+ given by (a,, . . . a,,) :. for every A E A.
(a, .. . a,,)(X,,) is weak*continuous, we have that dL(p)A A for every p. Like
wise, p i—’ dL(p)A is weak*tonorm continuous for every A E A. This establishes (3) The Jacobians Jm,t(p) for the flows Qm,t converge in the strong operator topo
properties (1) and (2) of Definition 4.2. The norm estimate lldL(p)AII 2gJjG9jA) logy to the Jacobian J(p) of the flow Q, the convergence being uniform for
yields property (3). p E K(A) and t in compact intervals.

(4) Let Z” (respectively Z) be the generator of the strongly continuous homomor
phism semigroup on C(K(A)) which is implemented by Q,,,g (resp. Q). Then

We now come consider convergence of sequences of regular generators of flows. limn.oo IIZ”f — Zf = 0 for all f E C’ (K(A)).
In Definition 4.5 which follows we will specify a notion of convergence, and in Propo
sition 4.6 (whose proof is deferred to section 5) we will find its consequences. We
will then explain the relevance to the mean-field dynamics.

We now return to the mean-field limits. At the start of this section we de
Definition 4.5. Let L,, be a sequence of regular generators. The sequence is said fined the operators G’ = (n/rn) Sym,, Gm for all n m For each m the sequence
to be regularly Cauchy if (G’)n>m is a bounded polynomial generator, and so by Theorem 3.4 the corre

sponding family contraction semigroups (7, ),, is approximate symmetry pre
(1) HdLn(p)II 6, uniformly in n and p; and serving with a limit T1m = exp(tG). We denote by Fm,i the implementing flow:

Tgmf fOFm,t, and Lm its generator. Lemma 4.4 establishes each Lm is a regular

(2) For each A E A and all g > 0 there is an n(e) such that for all p and n,m n(e), generator. If the Lm are regularly Cauchy we will say that G is approximately
polynomial. If this the the case, we will call the Fm,t the approximating flows,

IldLn(p)A — dLm(p)AII <E . which according to Proposition 4.6 have a well-defined limiting flow F which
implements some strongly continuous semigroup of *iiomomorphisms (etZ)to on
C(K(A)). Z will be called the limiting generator on C(K(A)) of G. If we can

(3) For each A E A and all e > 0 there is an n(s) such that for all p and n,m n(e), show that (G.X.) is equal to ZX,,, for all X with X in a core for Z, then one can
use the general machinery of Theorem 2.3 to infer that G well-defined, equal to

lI(Ln(p), A) — (Lm(p), A)lI C . Z, and generating. We shall see that when A is finite dimensional this is relatively
easy.

(4) There exists an K(A) and > 0 such that for all n E , IIL,,(w)II We make some definitions. We define £ C 3) to be the set of strictly symmetric
sequences of degree 1, i.e. £ = {X. E 3) I X,, = j,,,A, some A E A). Let P0 be the
algebra in C(K(A)) which is generated by £. Let 3)0 be the algebra in Y generated
from £ by finitely many n-wise additions (X., Y.) ‘—* X. + Y. and multiplications
(X., Y.) ‘-* X.Y. Since (X.Y.), = XY for X, Y E 3) it is clear that 3Y0 P0.

Proposition 4.6. Let a sequence of regular generators Lm, with associated flows
Define the C’-norm on C’(K(A)) , by by

Qm,, be regularly Cauchy. Then

IIfII’ = ma.x{ IIfII IIdfII )(1) L(p) weak* — limm.,, Lm(p) exists for all p 0 K(A) and is regular.

(2) A limiting flow Qt given by Qip weak* — limm_. Qrn,tp exists uniformly where lIdf II = supEK(A) idf(p)Ii.

for p 0 K(A) and tin compact intervals of Et+. Ftirthermore, the limit defines
a weak*continuous flow on K(A) which satisfies the differential equation Proposition 4.7. Let A be finite dimensional, let (Qt)to be a continuous flow

on K(A) with regular generator L, and let Z be the generator of the contraction
A) = (L(Qtp),A) (4.4) seinigroup of *homomoiphisms implemented by Q. Then P0 is a core for Z.
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Proof: First note that since A is finite dimensional, our Definition 4.1 of the
derivative is identical with the standard notion of the derivative on a manifold. We
have seen in Proposition 4.3(2) that C’(K(A)) is a core for Z. Since L is bounded,
it is enough to show that P0 is dense inC1(K(A)) in C’-norm. Now note that any
f in £, is of the form f(p) = (p, A) for some A E A. Thus C<, separates the points
of K(A). Furthermore (dj,,,1A)(p) = A — (p, A)I for all p € K(A), so that for all.

p (i.e. all non-zero vectors tangent to K(A) at the point p) we can find an
f E £ such that (u — p, df(p)) 4 0. So, by Nachbin’s Theorem stated in Theorem
1.2.1 of [Lia], P0 is J’ dense in C’(K(A)), as required.

The extension of Nachbin’s Theorem to infinite dimensions is non-trivial, and
is known not to be valid in general [Lia]. We have been unable to determine
whether or not it applies in the present case. However, we are able to furnish
an independent proof that the conclusions of Proposition 4.7 remain true when
A is infinite dimensional, whenever Qt is the limiting flow of an approximately
polynomial generator.

Proposition 4.8. Let G. be approximately polynomial with limiting flow F. Let
F have generator L, and let Z be the limiting generator for G. Then P° is a core

Proof: Suppose we can show for all bounded polynomial generators C with im
plementing flow Qi that for all p E P, all t 0 and all r 0 we can find a p E P
such that

IletPPnlI lpo (4.5a)

— dp1 = IId(p o — dpE1 < e . (4.5b)

Now let (Fm,t)mi. be the approximating flows for C. Then by Proposition 4.6(2 &
3) we have that for all p E P, all t 0 and all r’ > 0, we can find an m E U such that
IIpo F — po FmtlI <r’ and IId(p o FK) — d(p 0 Fm,t)II = SUPPEK(A) IIJ1(p)dp(Fsp) —

J.,m(p)dp(Fm,p) < e’. Thus for all e,r’ > 0 we can choose first m E U, then
p E P, such that

and

llpoF. -p6II < HpoFt pOFm,gII + IpOF’m,g —p6I1 <e+e’

Ifrn(po1)_d1p9I < IIl(p0)_l(P0l’m,g)II + I (poFm,g)dp9 <e+e’

Thus P is II .11:-dense in = U>o{poFg I p E 1’). Now since IIdiXII <2xIlXII
and A®” is (by definition) dense in A”, we see that P® is also Il.Ih-dense in . Being

a dense invariant subset of Dom(Z), f is a core for Z. Finally, since the limiting
flow generator L is bounded, any sequence in PO which converges to an element of
f in the II hi-norm also converges in the norm Dom(Z) f ‘—‘ hf II + hIZf II, Hence
P® is a core for Z.

It remains to be shown that the approximations in equation (4.5) are possible.

Let G. be a bounded polynomial generator of degree g, and let Ti,,,,, = e’. The

existence of polynomials approximating the evolutes of polynomials has already
been shown during the proof of Proposition 3.3. Letting = p E P and taking
the limit a —, oo in equation (3.1) we can write

ii
j_•jt °‘ p+ I dt3... i (G)9p

rO
r.

Since, by Prop. 4.3 T1,,,,P cC1(K(A)), and (,0)rp e P C C’(K(A)), we can use
the bound of equation (4.3) to write

— d
(LO)r

Since the derivatives of polynomials are themselves polynomials, the proposition is
proved if the limit of the RHS of equation (4.6) is zero.

Using the bound ldj1Y,lI < 2yY and the bound in Prop 3.2(2) again,
we see that the RHS of (4.6) is bounded by ((2t)e6t/s!)IhGgII’IhXzIhfl0(x + rg).
In a similar way to the proof of Prop. 3.3 one sees that this bound is less than
etIIXzhIhIGgfl4x2z29_1)t1. This converges to zero as s —i oo, provided that t <

= (2’G9)_’. Note that r is independent of x.

What we have just proved is equivalent to saying that for all t < r, for all
p = jX E P, there exists a approximately symmetric sequence rz i—*

depending on X, such that

T,ooP = limj,,,,,,Y,5(X1) and d7p = limdjY,n(Xz)

We use this observation to obtain the stated result for all t E

Foranyt’ E I{ chooseNE Uandt E [0,r)suchthatt’ =Nt. LetpjooxXr
as before. Then by virtue of the continuity of f ‘—‘ T1,00f

lirn. .. lim . . Ynpj(Xr)..

= lim ... lim .

N —‘00 fl2—+00

which by iteration is found to be

for Z.

(4.6)
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(2)o4(3):CC)CThm(G). LetC3XwithX=jiAsomeAEA. Since
c(m,1;1) =(m/n), weconcludefrornequation (3.1) that G’j0iA =jnmGmjm1A.Similarly
Henceurn ... urn djoon,Yg,n,(Ytn2(...

flN00 flV’OO

= d urn ... urn T 0j0002(Y,2(...

flN’OO fl2’OO

ZXcx,= d7p = iG00Xcx = Lmic%znin1A

where at each stage we have used the property that since IIdtoofII e69df f
= limj00mGmjm1A= (G.x.)ooor

f E C’(K(A)), For any x E t pick an arbitrary collection {Xv : y = 1,.. .x} in C. Then by
assumption

urn e urn 0 zn—.00 n—’oo

(G.(x.(’) .. .x.(’))) = . . . X’(G.X.) x’’ .X’oo
00for afi z 14 and Z E A.

= 1

•
= 1

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section, which establishes
= Z(Xj . . Xj)

conditions under which approximately polynomial generators have mean-field limits
We remind the reader that this equality does not require C0 to be a derivation forwhich are implemented by flows,
each rz.

Theorem 4.9. Let C. be approximately polynomial with limiting flow Fg. Let Z (3) = (4): Let s E €. For X E we have ((s — G.)X.)00 = (s — Z)X00. So
be the generator of the semigroup of *hon)morphisms implemented by F. Then ((s — G.)Y0)00 = (s — Z)Y°00 = (s — Z)P°. If k(s) > 0 then s is in the resolvent
amongst the following conditions we have the implications (1) = (2) =. (3) =. (4): set. Furthermore, since by Proposition 4.8 Pe is a core for Z, (s — Z)P° is dense in

C(K(A)). Thus (s — G.)y® is dense in condition (4) in Theorem 2.3 is satisfied.
(1) £ C Thin(G) and each C0 is a *derivatioxl From (5) of the same theorem we conclude that C is well defined, that is

approximate symmetry preserving, and that T,00 = etG. Since C00 and Z agree

(2) )$ C Thin(G) and (G.X.Y.) = (G.X.)Y+X(G.Y.)00for allX,Y E yc on a common core, they are equal.

(3) 32 C Thjrn(G) and (G.X.) = ZX00 for all X Y0.

For demonstrating that a given sequence T,0 has a mean-field limit via this(4) C00 is well defined and equal to Z; T. has a mean-field limit = e
theorem, we have to show that C. is approximately polynomial, and also verify one
of the conditions (1),(2), and (3). The first step implies a constraint on the set of
flows on K(A), which can be obtained in the mean-field limit of a sequence Tn
by this procedure: the generator of the flow has to be in the completion of the set

Proof: (1) (2): For X, Y E £ we have of polynomial generators with respect to “regular” limits in the sense of Definition
4.5. We shall show now that condition (2) above adds no new constraint to this. In

G0(X0Y0)= (G0X0)Y0+X0(G0Y0) (4.7) contrast, condition (1) does impose an additional constraint: for a finite dimensional
matrix algebra A it implies that G0(A) = i[H0,Aj for a sequence of Hamiltonians

and so (X.Y.) Thxn(G). Similarly, finite n-wise surns and products of sequences H,,. It is easy to see from this that the flows Fm,g, and consequently F respect
from C are in Thrn(G). Hence )° C Thxn(G) and equation (4.7) holds for all unitary equivalence [DW], i.e. for all t E R and p E K(A) there is a unitary
X, Y E Y°. Operating withj00,, and taking the limit n — oo we conclude statement

u E A such that (F,p)(A) = p(UfAUf). This is clearly not the case for general
(2). dynamical semigroups.
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Proposition 4.10. Let (F)>0 be the limiting flow of an approximately polyno- We demonstrate a class of approximately polynomial generators for which
mis.! generator G.. Then thee is another approximately polynomial sequence of the existence of mean-field limits can be proved by use of Theorem 4.9. Let I be
generators G. such that has the mean-field limit i’f = f o F. some countable index set. Suppose that to each i E I is associated an integer a,,

the algebra 4)i, and a sequence (F)“ of bounded operators such that

Proof: We shall set C,, = (n/n’)Sym,,G,,., where n E N — n’ E N is a non- (a) I” = 0 for all adecreasing function with a’ <a. This form ensures that apart from possible omis
sions and repetitions the sequence of generators ( is precisely the same as G.

(b) F, = lim,,_.,,, F’ exists in the strong operator topology.Therefore, G. is approximately polynomial with the same limiting flow. It remains
to be shown that condition (2) of Theorem 4.9 holds if we make a’ increase suf
ficiently slowly. We shall do this by showing that the terms with overlap r = 1 (c) the bounds su llii are summable so that E€1 7 < 00

dominate the expression in equation (3.1) for ã,,x,,. With g = a’ in that equation
we find for the sum of all terms with r > 2 the norm bound (d) For each a E N

-- Sym,,(F) (4.8)
m,n(g,x)

IEIIIG,,’ IHIxN Cn(g, x; r)
. is the generator of a norm-continuous semigroup of completely positive unital

contractions on A”.Since Er c,,(n’, r; r) = 1 this sum is equal to 1 — c,,(n,, x; 0) — c,,(n,, x; 1). Using
the explicit expression for c,,(x, y; r) we see that

xy
c,,(x,y;1)= —c,,_i(x— 1,—1;0)

. Thusforeach a weconstruct C,, as asum(overthose i E Isuchthat n n)
of symmetrized generators on A”. Of course, a sufficient condition for each C,, toIn Lemma IV.1 of [RW1] it is shown that cn(x,y;0) 1 — xy/n Thus the sum is generate is that each F’ generates on A”’. Perhaps the simplest type of generatorsbounded by
in this class are obtained when I = {1}, so that each of the C,, = (n/g)Sym,, r;
for some g E N and some convergent sequence n ‘— F of generators on A’. Such

>cn(g,x;r) 1— (i
_

— !I (i — (r—)(v—I)’) — z(x—l),(—i) -
n—i / — n(n—i) generators can be thought of as lying in the generator analogue of the Y class ofr2

sequences.
Hence the terms of overlap 2 are collectively bounded by

Theorem 4.11. Let the family of sequences (a F’),’ satisfy conditions (a), (b),n’—i
x(x

—
1)— IC,,’ II JX 1 . (c) and (d) above, and let G. be defined as in equation (4.8). Then the generatora

sequence C. is approximately polynomial, C. acts a derivation on 3), and hence
Clearly, we can define n’ such that expression goes to zero for all X. (e”3)nEN has a mean-field limit which is implemented by a flow on C(K(A)).

We can now decompose the product of two strictly symmetric sequences as in Proof: First we show that IILn(p)II and dL,,(p) are uniformly bounded in a E N‘n (2.3). We can apply the above estimate to each of the strictly symmetric and p E K(A). For any A E A, p E K(A)in(x.f,_r)((Xz ® Iy_r)(Ix_r ® Y)) of degree less than x + y appearing
in the decomposition (2.3). Retaining only the r = 0 term of (2.3) means an error

KLn(p)A)I I(p”G,,j,,iA)I I(p’ ,1 jiA)I >Z IIFII1IAlI -IIAlIof at most (1— c,,(x,y;r))I1X11I1I1’1II XY/flhIXrIl Hence we may neglect for
large a all terms in Gn(XnYn) for which either X and V have a non-zero overlap, 3d

or C,, has total overlap 2 with X and V. Neglecting the same terms on the right Similarly, with a E A,hand side, we obtain the derivation relation up to errors, which are small in norm.

I(cr,dLn(p)A)I >ZI(aøp”’’,inn,Fin,iA)I IoIInIITIIIIAII I°1I71IMI
EI
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This demonstrates properties (1) and (4) of Definition 4.5. To show that (L(p), A)
is Cauchy, calculate

I(L(p) — Lm(p), A)j = I (p,F’jA — F’j,1A)I
IC I

>Z II(r — r”)jiAll
iE I

where in the last step we have used the bound idjcxyYII 2yiY,ii for any Y E As’.
Each term in the sum is bounded by the 21 All multiplied by the appropriate
and the sum of these bounds is 211A11 -y <-y. By condition (b) each sequence
n i— Fj,1A is convergent. We conclude by dominated convergence that (L(p), A)
is Cauchy, uniformly for p E K(A). Similarly, for o E A*

(a, (dL(p) dLm(p))A)j = I >(a,djoon.FjnjA — djoon,F”jn,iA)i
‘El

IIII > 2njj(I’’ — r”),1All
‘CI

Each term in is bounded by the appropriate 4ri,-y,IIAII, and the sum of these bounds
is less than 4yIIAII. By dominated convergence we conclude that n —‘ dL(p) is
Cauchy, uniformly for p E K(A) and A E A. Hence conditions (2) and (3) of
Definition 4.5 are satisfied: G. is approximately polynomial.

We now show that 370 is in Vcrn(G) and that G. satisfies the derivation property
(G,X.Y.)o = (G.X.),,c,Yc,c, + Xoo(G.Y.)oo for X, Y E 370. Since 370 c 3) it suffices
as in the proof of Proposition 4.10 to show for each X E 3) that G.X. E 3) and is
given by terms of overlap 1. Then the result will follow by the implication (2) = (4)
of Theorem 4.9.

We let X E 3) be of degree x with limiting element X i.e. X,, r,ZX with

lim_ X = X. Using the decomposition over overlaps from Proposition 3.2 we
write

f
‘LYfl.1.fl

where

>2
i:n, >11—I

and

min(q,x)

= > cn(ri,x;r)jn(n+r_r)(F’ Øidz_r)(In._r ®X’)
,EI:n,<n—x r=2

Rj = >2 -c(n,,x;1)j(,+.))(r’®id1_1)(1,_1®X’)
IEI:n,<n—x

R, comprises terms generated from those i E I such that the minimum overlap of

the l’’ with X is greater than 1. For the remaining i E I, R comprises terms with

overlap greater than 1, and R, comprises terms with overlap 1.

First we show that lim_. ljRjI = 0.

limsupjR,

= lim sup >2 iIIzII
;:fl>n—X

=0

Since 71 exists, the last equality holds since the tail of the sum 7,

must vanish as n —* oo.

Second, we show that IIRII = 0. In

IlRll >2 ._71IjX:jI>2cyi(ni,x;r)
iEI:nn—X $ r2

we can apply the estimate of the sum over r from the proof of Proposition 4.10 to

obtain

IIRlI >2
(n,

‘CI;”. n—x

and so IIR,II = 0.

Finally we examine R,. Note that

cfl(nI,x;1)=xllna < lim c(nI,x;1)x
fli n — 1 — c noo fl,

Since n i—+ F is convergent for each i I, the sequence (Y1,) defined by

Y,,,, = Cn(fl;,X;1)jn(nj+z_l)(F; ®id_1)(I._1®X’)

if n n1 + x and Y,, = 0 otherwise, is approximately symmetric with norm bound

x71IIXll. Since the -y are summable we can use an argument identical with that used

to treat R, to show that by the sequence a -‘ can be approximated uniformly

in a by finite sums approximately symmetric sequences. Specifically, for every e > 0

there exists an m E I’ such that for all a E I”,

jjR
—

,EI ml/fhl C
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Thus G.X. E Y and

I

We conclude with an example of a class of mean-field quantum lattice systems

which satisfy conditions (a) to (d) above.

Example 4.12. Consider the lattice for some d E t1. For any a C let lal
be the cardinality of a, and define S = {a c I a < oo) to be the set of subsets

of 1d of finite cardinality. To each x E is associated a copy of some unital

C*algebra A. For any a C S we will write .4° for the minimal C-tensor product

of the algebra associated with the elements of a. For any x E and a C we

will write a + x as the translation of the set a by the lattice vector x. For each

x E we can define the translation operator i- consistently as a map onU0ESA°,

so that, for example, rA° =

Our models are defined as follows. First, we have the interactions. We assume

that a family of bounded operators {F0 I a 5) is specified, each F0, being the

generator of a norm-continuous semigroup of completely positive unital contractions

on .40 We assume that F. is translation invariant in the sense that for any x E

and a C , r o F0 o r_ = F0+1. Furthermore we impose the summability

condition
ffF <00 .

(4.9)

a30

Second, we have a sequence of regions (A)€ converging to infinity in the sense

of van Hove (see e.g. [Ru2]). For any A, a C 71”, let

NA(a)=I{ZE 71”la+XCA}I

be the number of translates of a which lie inside A. Then NA(a) A and van Hove

convergence has the consequence that for each fixed a E S

urn NA(a)
= 1 .

(4.10)

where SymA denotes the symmetrization operator from L3(A°) to B(A”) when lal
IAI. If, for example, Fa() i[4’0, .J for some potential , E .4°, then GA is just the

generator one gets by commutation with E0CA SymA 4,, the sum of symmetrized
potentials over subsets of A. By a rearrangement we can write GA in the following

way

by translation invariance of F.

GA=-1-1 SymF0
a30 xEZ’:

a+xCA

030

With this framework in place, the connection to Theorem 4.11 is straightfor

ward. The only difference is that our sequences will take values in (A” )nEw rather
than (A°)€,. This presents no problem since the former is a subsequence of the

latter. We identify I with the set of finite subsets of 71” which contain the origin.

GA =0j(IAI/Iaj)Syxn F where for each a E 5, n i- F is the generator

sequence specified by F (N(a)/lAflI)F0.We can verify that conditions (a) to

(d) above are satisfied. Condition (a) is trivial, since NA(a) 0 when IaI > IAI.
Equation (4.10) guarantees for each a E I and A E .4 that converges as
)z — 00: condition (b) is satisfied. Since N(a)/A < 1, equation (4.9) means that
the condition (c) is satisfied. Finally, each Fa is assumed to generate, so condi

tion (d) is satisfied. Thus we conclude from Theorem 4.11 that the sequence of

semigroups T,, = exp(tGA,.) has a mean-field limit.

One can compare the stringency of equation (4.9) with conditions which have

been used to establish the existence of a limiting dynamics for generators which are

not of a mean-field type i.e. if the symmetrization operator in equation (4.11) is

omitted. Let F0(.) = i[4’0,.] for some family of self adjoint elements {4’ = 4. I
a E S} and let GA = E0CA F0. It has been shown [Rob] that whenever

1141l(i) eI° lI’Il
oEI

is finite, the family (eGA) has a strong limit (as A —f oo in the sense of van Hove) as a

strongly continuous group of *automorphisms on the quasi-local algebra generated

by S. But this is a strictly stronger requirement than is necessary in our model: in

the Hamiltonian case equation (4.9) is implied by

IalIlLIl<oo
oEI

(G.X.)(p) (R.3),(p) (F1®id1)(I_i ® ks))
IEI

Given the family {F0 I a E 5) then for each A c S we define the mean-field

generator
GA = Sym 1’ , (4.11)

a far weaker condition.
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Let w be a translation invariant state on the quasi-local algebra, i.e. on the
inductive limit of the algebras A” as A / . Then by [KR,Rul] w is a classical
state in the sense of [HL]. In the terminology of this paper this means that for the
restrictions w,, of to the algebras A’’, the limit (u,,, X,,) exists for any sequence
X e }°. Since y0 is dense in y, the limit therefore exists for all X E 31, and is
of the form lim(,X) = I j,(dço)X00(p), for a unique probability measure jw
on K(A). Hence for all t 0 the limit (w0,T,(X)) exists as well, and is equal to
fpw(dp)X00(Feco), where (F)1>0 is the flow which implements

5. Limits of Flows and Jacobians for Convergent Generators.

In this section the proofs of Propositions 4.3 and 4.6 are supplied. In order to prove
the convergence of flows and .Jacobians for a sequence regularly Cauchy generators
Lm, we will find it convenient to characterize the weak*topology on K(A) and the
strong operator topology on 13(A) with a special family of seminorms. We construct
this family to have the particular property that for each seminorm the functions
p Lm(p) satisfy a Lipschitz condition, uniformly for p E K(A) and rn E I’.

Proposition 5.1.

(1) Let (La) be regularly Cauchy and A0 C A compact. Then there is a compact
set A D A0 and a constant 6’ > 0 such that

A E A, p E K(A), n E I’ dL(p)A E 6’A (5.1)

(2) Let T denote the collection of compact subsets of A for which equation (5.1)
holds. Then the family {D I A E T} of seminorrns on A given by

DA(p) = sup (p,A)I
AEA

generates the weak*topology on K(A), while the family {LA A E T) of

serninorms on 13(A) given by

LA(X) = sup IIX(ANI
AEA

generates the strong-operator topology on 13(A).

Proof: (1) We first show that for any precompact A0 the set

A=UU U
mEI ‘IEAo pEK(A)

dL0(p)A

is precompact. Since A0 is precompact, then for all sj > 0 we may find a finite set
A0 that approximates it to within e, i.e. for all A E A0 there exists a A E A0 such
that IA — All e. Pick 62, and n(e2) as the maximum over the finite set A0 of
the n(e2) specified in Definition 4.5(2). Since p ‘—‘ dL0(p)A is weak’-continuous,
the set A1 E UAEA0Un<n(62)UEK(A) dLn(p)A is compact. Let A1 be a finite set

approximating A1 within norm-distance £3. Then for any n, p, A we may pick first
A E A0, then B E A1 such that

IIdL(p)A — Eli IIdL(p)(A — A)Il

Thus A1 is precompact.

+ lldL(p)A —dL0(62)(p)AII + iIdL(e2(p)A —

<661+62+63

We can iterate this construction to yield a sequence of precompact sets (An)nr.j.
Define A C A by

00

A = {A = (6’)A1 I A, E A1) for some 6’ > 6

Such sums are norm-convergent, since

sup{IIA1I IA € A,1) = sup{IIdL0(p)AII IA € A,,p € K(A),rz € t’}

6sup{A IA €A1}

so that IIAeII < 6 sup{IIAII A € A0). Thus A is a bounded set in A which
for all e > 0 can be approximated to within c by a finite sum of terms from the
precompact sets (An)n: A is precompact. Furthermore, by construction, if A =
0(6’)A, then dL(p)A, = B1 for some B, € A,1. Consequently, dL(p)A,

€ 6’A. Finally, we may replace A by its closure, which is compact,
since this does not spoil the property stated in the Proposition.

(2) Weak*convergence in K(A) implies uniform convergence on each compact
subset of A, and so uniform convergence on each A € T. Conversely, each A € A is
an element of some AA € T, (just use the set which is generated using A0 {A} in
the first part of the theorem), so convergence in the seminorm p ‘—‘ DAA (p) implies
convergence in the seminorm p F—’ J(p, A)I.

Similarly, strong operator in 13(A) implies uniform convergence on each compact
subset of A, and so uniform convergence on each A € T. Conversely, each A € A is
an element of some AA € T, (just use the set which is generated using A0 = {A} in
the first part of the theorem), so convergence in the seminorm p ‘—‘ AA (p) implies
convergence in the seminorm 13(A) 3 X -‘ IIX(A)II.

S
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Proof of Proposition 4.3: By Gronwall’s Lemma (see e.g. tHS])

Let 6 > 0 be as in Def. 4.2(3). For any p € K(A) consider the set of norm
continuous 1(p) : .—+ 13(A) with .10(p) id, equipped with the norm IIJ.(p)ll =

e ‘JIJt(p)jI for some 6’ > 0. Construct the iteration

(IJ(p)), = id + j dsJ8(p)dL(Q1p)

From Definition 4.2(2) we see that this integral must be understood in the sense of
the strong operator topology on 13(A). However, since by assumption ldL(p)Il 6
for all a K(A), the map t i— (IJ(p)) will be norm continuous whenever the map
t J,(p) is. The iteration operator satisfies

j[IJ(p) — IJ(p)ll 1[[J(p)

Thus I is contractive if 6’ > 6: the differential equation has a unique solution. The
exponential bound (4.3) follows from the fact that IIJ.(p)ll 6fJ,(p)ll.

It remains to be shown that equation (4.2) is satisfied. We fix an element a E
K(A) and for all p E K(A) and h E [0,1] define the perturbation p” = (1— h)p+ ha.
Then for all A E A

(Qtp” — Q,p — h(a — p) o Jt(p), A)

where we have defined

= J dslL(Q3ph)
- L(Qp) - h(a

- p)oJ3(p) oJ(Q3p),A)
0

=(h,A)+2’(h,A)

= j ds(Q3ph — Qp — h(a — p) o J$(p),dL(QAP)A)

and

E2(h,A)
= j — L(Qp),A) — (Qh

—Q8p,dL(Q1p)A)

Suppose we can show that for all A T, h2’(h,A) = 0, uniformly fort
in compact intervals and A E A. Then for all r > 0 and for all c > 0 there exists
an h(c) such that for all h < h(c) and t r, h’DA(E2(h,.)) < E. Applying
Theorem 5.1 with the L there all set equal to the present L, it is seen that for the
6ofDef. 4.2(3) and allh< h(E) andt <r,

DA (h(Q1h—Q,p)—(a—p)oJt(p)) <6 j dSDA (h(Qsph.Q8p)_(a_p)oJi(p))+C.

DA (h—’ (Qtp’ — Q,p) — (a — p) o .1,(p)) e exp(6t)

for all h < h(c). Taking the superior limit as h — 0 and using the fact that € iS

arbitrary we see that (a—p)oJ.(p) will indeed be the weak4-derivative of the function

p
—, Qtp. The statement of the theorem will follow by taking the differential of the

composition of any function f eC1(K(A)) with Q. For then

(a — p, d(f o Q)(p)) = urn h’ (f(Qtp”) — f(Q,p))

= lim h_i(Q,ph — Qtp, j dudf(uQp + (1 — u)Q1p))

(a — p,Jt(p)df(Qtp))

It remains to be shown that S2(p, A) has the desired properties. Integrating

up the difference of L(Q,p”) and L(Q,p) we write

2)( A) j ds(QMph — Q.p, j du{dL(uQp” + (1 — u)Qp) — dL(Q.p)}A)

Now for B E A

.1
(Qh

— Qtp,B) — (h
— p,B)

= I (L(Qpk) — L(Q,p),B)
Jo

= I (Q’ — I dudL(uQp” + (1 — u)Q,p)B)
Jo Jo

Taking the supremum over B E A and using Gronwall’s Lemma again

llQph — Qtll e’llp” — < he69p — all (5.2)

Thus h—’2(h,A) ll — oil f s f: duC,(h, u; A) where we set C,(h, u; A)

e6lldL(uQ,p6+ (1 — u)Q,p)A — dL(Q.p)AIl. By equation (5.2) above, Q,p” con

verges weak4 to Q,p for all s as h —‘ 0, and so by continuity of p i—f dL(p)A,

C(h,u;A) converges to 0 as h —, 0, for each for s and u. Since CA(h,u;A)

e 611A11, we conclude by dominated convergence that lama_.o h .t., (h, A) 0.

Now the maps A i— h(h,A) are linear and norm-bounded for s E [0,1 by

26te61. Thus these maps are uniformly continuous for h 0 and tin compact inter

vals. Hence h’2(h,A) converges to 0, uniformly for t in compact intervals and

A in the compact set A E T, as required.
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To prove (2) we calculate for f E C’(K(A)) arid p E K(A),

(Zf)(p) = limt(f(Qtp) — f(p))

= lirnr’(Qgp — dudf(tLQep + (1 — u)p))

= (L(p), df(p))

by differentiability of Qp and continuity of p -‘ df(p). C’(K(A)) is an invariant
dense subset of Dom(Z) and hence a core for Z.

Proof of Proposition 4.6:

a

(1) By Definition 4.5(2) (respectively Def. 4.5(3)) we see for each A E A
that the functions p i— dL(p)A (resp. p i—i (L(p), A>) converge uniformly on
K(A) to some limit which we call f(., A) (resp. g(., A)). These limits are clearly
linear functions of A. We can see that they are also continuous. For Hg(p, A) —

g(p,B) lirn..o0IIdL(p)A — dL(p)Bj 6A
— Bit. Likewise we see that

If(p,A) — f(p,B)I lirn_IIL(p)IIIIA — Bit. So A i— f(p,A) is a continuous
linear funetional L(p) E A provided that L(p)l is uniformly bounded in n. But
let w, 6 be as in Def. 4.5(4). Then for any p E K(A),

IIL(p)Il llL(w)ii + sup f du(p — w,dL(up + (1— u)w)A>i 6 + 26
A:IIAIIi 0

as required. Finally we show that dL exists with g(p, A) = dL(p)A for all A E A.
Let p (1 — h)p + ha as before. Then

lirn h_’(L(p”) — L(p),A) = Urn lim h_l(L(ph)
— L,,(p),A)

k—,On—.cx

= Urn lim (ci — p, J dudL(uph + (1 — u)p)A>
k—.On—.oO 0

= (ci —p,g(p,A)>

For (2) we show that Qm is Cauchy in the weak4 sense. For any A E A

where

- (Q,p Qm,gp,A> = jds(Ln(QnaP) Lm(Qm,ap),A)

= j ds{11(s,A) + 1j,,(s,A)}

and
= (L(Qp) — Lrn(Q,n,ap),A)

= (L(Q,,p) — Ln(Qm,ap),A)

Integrating the difference of the derivatives in F,(s, A), we write

F(s, A) = (Q,.p — Qm,.p, j dudL7(uQp + (1 — u)Qm,ap)A)

So for all A € T, DA(I’2(s,.)) <6DA(Qp — Q3p). Now by Def. 4.5(3) for all
A E A and e > 0 we can find an n(e) such that if n,m > n(6), Ir(s,A)I <E.

Since lr12(s, A)i (ii1(Qm,9p)tt +ii1m(Qrn,ap)it)tI4II < (26 + 46)iiAil, the linear
maps A e— r,(s, A) are uniformly bounded in n, in and for t compact intervals of
R+. This means that the bound A)j <e can be made to hold uniformly in
compact sets of A and R+. Thus for all A E T and E > 0 we can find n(E) such
that for all n,rn > n(E),

DA(Q,tp — Qrn,p) Et +6 j dsDA(Q,3p— Qrn,ap)

Applying Gronwall’s Lemma we see that D(Q,fp — Q,1p) ete, so that Q,,gp
is Cauchy as stated. As a weak4-lirnit of states, Q1p is a state, and by calculating
the limits of compositions QQ,,3pit is seen that (Q)>o is a flow on K(A).
Taking the limit of the integral equation one sees that Q satisfies the limiting
differential equation (4.4). It only remains to be shown that solutions of equation
(4.4) are weak4-continuous in the initial condition. But (Qgp — Qta) = (p — a, A) +
f ds(Qp — Q,cr, f0’ dudL(uQp + (1 — u)Qu)A), so that for a.ll A €

DA(QtpQta) DA(P_a)+6j dsDA(Qp—Q.a)

Hence by Gronwall’s Lemma, DA(Qgp — Qa) e6’DA(p — a).

The proof of (3) takes a similar form. We have proved above that Q has
a regular generator, so that by Prop. 4.3 its Jacobian J exists and satisfies the
differential equation J(p) = J*(p)dL(Qip). By the now familiar decomposition we
have

t

tI(,1(p) — Jm,*(p))Aji j ds(J,,. — Jms)dLn(Qsp)AII + J d.,jr(S,A)
0 0

where

Xm(9,A) = IJm,a(dLn(Qn,ap) —dL4(Q,3p))AJJ
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Consider first Xnm(S,A). Note that jIJe(p) <e61. Furthermore, for each a E

the sequence Q,p is convergent. Since for each A E A, p —, dL(p)A is uniformly

convergent, we see that for each a and r there exists an ii(r) such that Xnm(3, A) <C

for all n, m > n(e). Since A ‘‘ Xnm(8, A) is norm—bounded by eb6 this bound can

be made uniform for a and A in compact sets. Thus for all r > 0, r > 0 and A E T

we can choose an nfr) such that for alit <r and n,m > n(e),

— Jm,t(p)) j ds1h(J.9(p) Jm,a(p)) +

As before, we can use Gronwall’s lemma and the arbitrariness of e to conclude

thatJ1(p) converges in the strong operator topology to a limit which satisfies the

differential equation J(p) =J1(p)dL(Q5p).

To prove (4) we calculate for f E C’(K(A))

urn IZ’sf — Zf ii = lim sup I(Ln(p) — L(p), df(p))I
fl—•00 “°°pEK(A)

6. Relative Entropy and Liapunov Functions.

=0

When T,,,, is implemented by a flow, F, we are, in special cases, able to find

a Liapunov functional for Fe: i.e. a functional on K(A), which is non-increasing

along the trajectories of the flow, and which is bounded below on the whole of K(A).

It is difficult to find a function which satisfies both of these conditions. In [AM],

the (negative) entropy was used for a class of models. However, the entropy is not

bounded above unless A is finite dimensional. Furthermore, there is no reason to

expect that a Liapunov functional should exist in general: one would expect the

presence or absence of dynamical stability to depend on the the detailed form of the

generators G.

In the following Proposition we let p) denote the entropy of p E K(A)

relative to ço e K(A) as defined for normal states on a von Neumann algebra in

[Ara], and extended to states on C-algebras in [PW], [Kos] and also in [Pet].

The crucial property we shall need here is that if y : A” — A” is a completely

positive unital map, then S(ço, p) S(p 07, po.y). In the particular case where both

states are given by non-singular densities D, and D with respect to a trace Tr,

S(cp,p) = Tr(D(logD — logD))

Proposition 8.1. Let T1,. be an approximate symmetry preserving sequence of

semigroups of completely positive maps such that the limit is implemented by

a flow F on K(A). Furthermore, suppose that there exists a state a in K(A) such

that for all i-i E t’l, ei” = a”. Then for all p E K(A) the function t -+ S(a, Ftp)

is non-increasing and bounded below by zero.

Proof: For aIIm E I andXm E Atm, lim’s(p”,Te,’sj’smXm) (Tg,oojoomXm)(p) =

((Ftp)m,Xm). In other words, a,, o Ti,,, converges (in the sense of Def. 111.2 of

[RW1]) as n —, co to the element (Fgp)°° of the set of symmetric states on A°°.

Furthermore,

S(a,p) = -S(a”,p”) S(a” oT,,p” oTe)

1
= —S(a”,p”oT,,,)

Ti

Taking the inferior limit as n —* oo we conclude from Proposition 111.4 of [RW1J

that S(u,p) S(a,Fp). For the boundedness simply note that S(wi,w2) 0 for

all wi,w2 E K(A).

The requirement that for some a E K(..4) a” = T1,, 0 a’s for all ,-z E I may

at first sight seem quite restrictive. However, it can be shown to hold for some

inhomogeneous mean-field dynamical systems which relax to thermal equilibrium

[BSP1,BsP2].
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7. Diffusive and other non-deterministic mean-field limits.

As we stated before, mean-field limits are not necessarily implemented by flows, and
T,,,0 may be a more general semigroup of positive operators on C(K(A)). Such a
semigroup can always be written in terms of “transition kernels” as (T1,f)(p) =

f p(p, du)f(a), where for each t 0 and p € K(A), pe(p,) is a probability measure
on K(A). The semigroup property of T1,, then becomes the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation for the kernels p, and from these we can construct for each starting point
p p0 a Markov process (p1)1>0 starting at p. If we denote the expectations with
respect to this process by E”, we can write

(T1,f)(p) = E”(f(pt)) (7.1)

Hence even in the general case the limiting dynamics is given by a (not necessarily
deterministic) time evolution on the one-particle state space K(A).

From the study of approximately polynomial generators it is not at all clear
whether any non-deterministic evolutions can be obtained as the mean-field limit
of an approximate symmetry preserving family of semigroups. We therefore give a
class of examples, where this possibility is realized.

For each n let h S,,,, Aut(A”) be a representation of a locally compact
group H. Suppose that Sh,n is approximate symmetry preserving with respect to
ii, and strongly continuous in the sense that for X E Y, and e > 0 we can find
e E 14 and a neighbourhood Af C H of the identity such that IlSh,nXn Xnll C

for n and h E jV. Let (pt)t>o be a continuous convolution semigroup on
H, i.e. a family of probability measures on H such that lim1_.0p(H) = 1 for any
neighbourhood H of the identity, and pt*p3 = p, where * denotes the convolution
of measures [HR]. Then we define for each t 0 and n E 14 the operator

=
p(dh) Sh, E f.3(A) (7.2)

It is straightforward to check from the convolution property of p that for fixed
ii T is indeed a semigroup of completely positive unital maps, which is strongly
continuous by the continuity conditions on T and p.

Proposition 7.1. Under the conditions stated above T1, has a mean-field limit,
and T1, = fp(dh)Sh,.

Proof: We are going to verify condition (1) of Theorem 2.3. The proof that each
T1,. is approximate symmetry preserving follows the proof of the convergence of the
defining integral for each T111, checking uniformity in n along the way. Fix X E Y,

and pick e, and let be as in the continuity condition for T. Consider a mea
surable partition {m, I I E I} of H into .Ale-small sets, i.e. there are h E H such
that h’m C )4. Then for ra ra is approximated in norm up to e by the
absolutely convergent sum Since the finite partial sums are
approximately symmetric by assumption, we have uniformly approximatedT1,X
by approximately symmetric sequences, so this sequence is itself approximately sym
metric. The formula for follows by taking this approximation to the limit.

For demonstrating the strong continuity of let X E Y, e, and H be
as before. Then for 5 > 0 there is some r > 0 such that for 0 < t < r we have
p1(H)(1—6). Henceforneandt <r we have

IIT1,X - xnhI = i(J
+ J )Ptdhsh,x - x)II (1- + 2IIXII.

IaEJf6 hJ4I

A simple example of this structure is the case H = It. The above construction
is then the analogue of the construction carried out in [Day] in the context of semi-
group theory on Banach spaces. Thus (Sh,)hER could be any sequence of automor
phism groups obtained from an approximately polynomial sequence of generators, so
that is given by a reversible flow F1 on K(A). An especially interesting convo
lution semigroup on It is given by the heat kernels pt(ds) = (2xt)’/2exp —s2/2tds.
Then Se,,,,, = e1/2 (see [Day]). The Markov process on the state space is then sim
ply the Brownian motion along the orbits of the flow F1. More formally, Pt = F(t)p,
where (T(t))1>0is the Brownian motion on the “time axis”.

Proposition 7.1 allows us to generalize this example to certain sums of squares
of generators, i.e. to sequences of generators of the form

G(A) = _2 (7.3)

where the X are strictly symmetric sequences. Each term in this sum is the
square of a bounded polynomial generator, and with only one such term present the
sequence T1,,, = e1’ has a mean-field limit by the above remarks. It is clear, that
the sequence space 3’ defined in section 3 is in the domain of G, and even invariant.
Moreover, (G.X.), for X E 31 is determined by acting on X with a second order
differential operator, so that one expects the limiting dynamics to be given by a
diffusion on the states space.

There is an instructive special case, where these assertions can be obtained
directly from Proposition 7.1. We take A as the algebra of d x d-matrices, and
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choose hermitian elements X1,. .
. xr E A. Let G be given by equation (7.3)

with X = j,,1X”. We shall consider the X’’ as elements of the Lie algebra of
SUd. To state this formally, we denote by dir the representation of the Lie algebra
of SUd associated with a continuous unitary representation ir : SUd —, B(H), i.e.
ir(exp ) = exp(i dir()). Thus X’’ dir(°) for r elements of the Lie algebra, i.e.
r left invariant vector fields on SUd, with ir chosen as the defining representation.
Then =

is a second order elliptic differential operator, which determines

the transition kernels of a left invariant diffusion process (U)>o starting at the
identity (see Theorem 2 of [AH]). For B a Borel set in SUd, V E SU.1, and t s 0
these kernels are of the form

r[u E B I U9 = V] =p_9(V’B)

One checks easily that the measures ji determined by this equation satisfy ,it+.(B)

f pt(U’B)9(dU), and also satisfy the continuity conditions for convolution semi-
groups.

For any representation ir the formula T,,(A) fp(dU)ir(U)Air(U) defines
a strongly continuous, unit preserving semigroup of completely positive operators
on B(fl). The generator of this semigroup is simply given by

G(A) = —

‘y= I

(7.4)

where dir denotes the representation of the Lie algebra of SUd associated with it,

i.e. ir(exp ) = exp(i dir()). Note that if it is the regular representation of SUd,
on which the Lie algebra is represented by differential operators, we recover =

G. On the other hand, if we consider the product representation ir(U) Su,n =

U0”' EE A” we get dir(°) = njiX” = nX’, and G,,, G,,, as given in equation
(7.3). We have therefore verified the integral formula for in terms of Su,n. The
string continuity condition for S is obvious, and Su,. preserves not only approximate
symmetry but even strict symmetry. Hence Proposition 7.1 applies, and we have

identified the generator of The process on the state space is simply an image
of the diffusion process on SUd described above, i.e. for any starting point p we

set pt Pu,. The fact that this is again a Markov process follows from the left

invariance of the process Ut.

It is evident from the form of this process, that with probability one Pt will
be unitarily equivalent to po for all times. Using a Poisson process rather than
a diffusion one can generate non-deterministic processes violating this property.
Explicitly, we can take

=

where 5,, is an arbitrary approximate symmetry preserving sequence of completely
positive unit preserving maps, and). > 0. The mean-field limit of T,,,, is obtained
by taking a oc in this equation, and the generators are given by G,, = ).(S,, — id).
Thus IIG,,II is uniformly bounded in a, whereas for the approximately polynomial
generators it grows like a, and for the diffusions described above, it grows like a2.
Growth conditions on the generators are therefore not sufficient to determine the
qualitative features of the limiting evolution.
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